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This section focuses on the keywords agriculture, land use and sustainabte development.

Agriculture
Agriculture should be considered according to its widest meaning, as a comptex productive
activity with a multi-functional purpose. The representation of the countryside onty as the site
of a productive sector appears [imited; nowadays the countryside is assuming, or rä-assuming,
an increasingty multi-functional rote, especially in the more developed economies. This
development reconfirms the countryside's crucial role in the generaI socio-economic system.
New functions have.emerged in addition to the traditionaI one of a direct producer of foodstuff.
These are: a) a supplier of many raw materiats for an increasingty comptex agro-food industry, b)

an important market outlet for products of the manufactureri öf some mea-ns of productlon, ci
an occup-ationaI buffer to the employment-unemptoyment cycte of industriaL origin (e.g., mul.tiactivity families), d) .qn autonomous, diffuse, directty productive activity aimed-at subiistence,
e) an essential contribution to the protection and cönservation of the äxisting Land use, f) an
lPPortunily for old peopte to continue to feel active and useful. for the family, g; a therapeltic
function for sociat categories undergoing urban stress (e.g., urban poputätiän), or finding
themsetves vutnerable or at risk (disabled, drug-addictedj.

In

additio_n, people in many Europeans regions consider agriculture to be a fundamental
etement of the territorial specificity and identity, particul.artyln the regions that have a high
environmental, cultural (e.9., historical remains and literary associations), and landscape
@.ö.,
location, climate, efc.) value and that are suitabte for high quatity niöhe products. in tfrÄe
areas, the consumer is offered a fu[[ basket of agricultural product!, [oca[ crafts, sightseeing
and culturalservices. These situations are deeply iooted in the public's imagination rid tead tö
the identification with the products not only within their naturaL , but atsö within their social
and cultural contexts. Th.eir developmentis linked to the capacity of creating a system among
agricultural and non-agricultural enterprises, institutions and thÄ local. popütat'iön, united b!
a specific [oca[ or contextual knowledge, which is not on[y technical-sectorial, but atso culturai
and related to territorial resources. The demand for these products comes from outside (mainty
from city dwetlers) and often takes the form of agri-touriim.

In this kind of "rural.locat system", the social and economic environment is characterised by a
set of productive activities, strongty linked to the vatorisation, conservation and reproduction
of renewable natural and historical resources, which offer a basket of goods and services
able. to satisfo a very wide cluster of needs. In this case, the demand by äxternal consumers
results main[y in a complex competition among various territories each öne of which offers a

peculiar basket of goods and services. Every rural [oca[ system shows an association between
agricuttural producers and the whole community, which al.lbws for sharing the costs and benefits
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of production. In this case we can no longer speak of agricul,ture on[y, but must. include
.nuironr.nt and rural society, whose production of typical food products, specific to that land
use, occurs through synergy Jmong craft, agri-tourism, nature tourism, catering, traditional and
cultural events, and land use management, both in the open and in inhabited centres.

first group of papers deals with the integration between agriculturat and non-farming activities
at the te-rritorial, fiheodoropoulou and Kyriakopoulou) and farm [eve[ (Contini et a/.) as we[[ as
the conservation öf traditional practices and culture (Dneboskä et ol.). The muttifunctionality of
agriculture is also examined. Methodotogy and case studies are presented.
The

Land use
The demand for these "complex goodr" creates a network of retationships between urban and
rurat areas. In fact, it is networking with urban people, who had become alienated from the
countryside that represents the second of the novelties of our times.

Untit a few years ago, the disadvantages and hardships of living in the country were such that
the basic näeds oithe ruraI population coutd not be satisfied. With the improvement of the
means of communication, both within the rural areas and between these and the nearby urban

areas, with the spread of manufacturing activities in the countryside or in sma[[ communitjes,
and with the consequent increase in the average income of rural fami[ies, the hardships of
country l.ife graduatly decreased. Furthermore, if we consider the growing burden, not onty
in striitty economic terms, of the Life in the city (tack of green space, traffic congestion,

air pol.tuiion, efc.), we can better understand the change of attitude towards living in the
countryside. This change is hightighted by the wel.L-known and wide-spread phenomenon of
urban families who move to the countryside.

The growth of a new rural pride, devetoped among oLd and new inhabitants of the countryside,
is not unretated to this phenomenon and radicall.y atters the earlier sense of shame for rural
origins. Some factors contributing to marginatisation yesterday paradoxicalty have become
com pet'itive advantages today.

Living in the countryside, particularty in sma[[ centres, whether permanently, periodicatly or
occas-ionatly, corresponds, in fact, to a fuller satisfaction of a ctuster of needs Linked to the
search for greater wetfare. This "contamination" between urban and ruraI people , that once
represented a lever for migration to the town, has become a comptementary retationship, in
which urban dwellers rediscover their subdued or corrupted, but never lost cuttural roots, and
rural dwellers break their isolation and vatorise their style of living. The tourist, or at teast the
person who does not work in the fields, is al.l. the same physicatLy and psychotogically immersed
in the locaI production atmosphere, somehow sharing, even if onl.y observing, th9 "culturaI
climate". Most agricultural practices, in fact, take ptace in the open air in everybody's fu[[ view
(and smett), for better or worse, so the perception of the agricultural typical product by the
ionturer or tourist inctudes, at least in part, that specific "cultural ctimate" that determines
the properties of the product.
0n the other hand, the LifestyLe of the rural poputatjon is not immune from contamination by
the urban one: it is sufficient to think of the intense social and institutional retations that even
rural dwellers entertain with the near urban centres, or to think at the recent devetopment of
telejobs that can be carried out at home, creating a dense network among different places and
social groups, beyond physicaL and cuttural boundaries.
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In conclusion, the relationship between the city

and the countryside is no tonger conceived as a
retationship marked by mutual estrangement, cultural contraposition, or worse, as a relationship
marked by economic and cuttural dominance of the former upon the latter, but as a dialectic
relationship in which both environments interact.

An analysis of the relationship between rural and urban environment (Stobbelaar et al.) and
the role of the institution (Röting and Jiggins) and "social capita[" (Crist6väo, Baptista and
Miranda; Schermer) in the development of the territory are presented in the second group of
papers. The promotion and enhancement of typical, quality food products and their suppty chain
in the form of comptex goods which are able to satisfy a ctuster of needs is also identified as a
way to preserve small-scale furms and their livelihood within the territory (Cristöväo et at.).

Sustainable development
The process of sustainable development can ensure our and future generations continuity of
the use of resources to satisfy their complex needs. It is centred on:

.
o
o

an economic aspect in terms of income for a rurat population;
a social aspect dealing with the style of tiving and welfare;
an ecological aspect concerning the preservation of the dynamics of naturat resources and
eco[ogicaI services.

The fact that a local' system can survive and develop in a capitalistic wortd onl.y if it appropriately
preserves its ptace in the general culturat and economic panorama means that no place can be

considered separately from what happens

to the rest of the world.

For their survivat and devetopment, [oca[ systems need to keep the pace of the incessant
evotut'ion of needs and technotogical innovations that occur in the gl.obat market, at.the same
time safeguarding their natural and cultural. identity. The future of l'ocal systems depends to a
large extent on their capacity to use their productive know-how to respond to the challenges
of global cuttura[, economic and ecologic dynamics.
What is to be preserved is not only a cluster of goods, but a cluster of goods based in a whole
life styte, i.e. an interrelated comptex of resources, goods, activities, values and institutjons.
This is strongty retated to an overa[[, say nationat, culture, and normatty, but not necessarity, is
dependent on distance and communication facilities. The generaI significance of the proliferation
of this kind of local' systems is an intensification of the network of relationships between cities
and countryside, in other words, a restoration, through new forms, of an intimate relationship
between city and country, destroyed by the earlier capitalistic invasion of the land use.

with these themes and focus especia[[y on water management (Buijze
and Van Lamoen), biodiversity (Wiersema and Van Alebeek), non-timber forest certification
(Wil,sey), environmentat benefits as silvoarable agroforestry (Patma et al.), sustainable milk
producing techniques (Chataway et o/.), biomass production, transformation and allocation
(Rapidet et al.) and availabitity of manure, food security and poverty in Ma[i (Keita et al.).

SeveraI papers deal

Whether and how different farming systems can mobilise capacity to adapt to this situation
and become'tocal rural systems'in the sense discussed above, and whether and how they can
succeed in combining the three key words in the title of this workshop, is investigated and
discussed in the papers of this section.
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